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The Muslim-Democrat Clash Intensifies: U.S. City May Ban
LGBTQ Flags
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“Our strength lies in our diversity!” Some
may wonder for how much longer we’ll hear
this rallying cry now that leftists, at least in
one U.S. city, are being “diversified” right
out of a cherished agenda. The place is
Hamtramck, Michigan, where officials are
now poised to prohibit the display of the
“LGBTQ” rainbow “Pride” flag on city
property, such as government buildings and
sidewalks.

This move goes far beyond simply pushing
back against the MUSS (Made-up Sexual
Status, aka “transgender”) agenda, which,
as a radical new sexual devolutionary
tentacle overtly targeting kids, has inspired
robust opposition. In fact, it strikes closer to
the sexual devolutionary movement’s very
foundation and at behaviors much of the
general population has already been inured
to. And as you read the following, see if it
contains any clues as to why this “bold”
move is occurring in Hamtramck.

“A resolution on the agenda for Tuesday night’s city council meeting, introduced by Hamtramck
Councilman and Mayor Pro Tem Mohammed Hassan, would prohibit the display of any flags related to
sexual orientation as well as racial and political issues,” reports the Detroit Free Press. “Over the past
year, there has been intense debate in Hamtramck over whether to allow the flying of an LGBTQ flag on
a city sidewalk. Hamtramck’s Human Relations Commission Chair Russ Gordon drew criticism from
Mayor Amer Ghalib and others after he put up the Pride flag last year on Jos Campau Avenue along with
the flags of various nations.”

“The resolution says Hamtramck must remain neutral instead of favoring certain groups such as LGBTQ
communities,” the paper also writes.

The “neutrality” claim tells, at best, only half the story (note that a Hamtramck ordinance allows the
Islamic call to prayer to be blasted through the city via loudspeakers). The mainstream media don’t
even tell that much, and this is for the same reason why you won’t hear too many leftists scream
“Intolerance!” or hurl the “fascist” label:

Hamtramck, long a “Polish” enclave, is now the first “US city run by Muslim Americans,” as the BBC
put it in 2021.

In fact, the municipality became that year the first American jurisdiction in which all the elected
officials are Muslim. This is unsurprising since the city is now majority Muslim.

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/hamtramck-considers-banning-lgbtq-pride-flags-on-city-property/ar-AA1cuN3u?ocid=msedgntp&amp;cvid=2f2273286c994b80960708ebe10f5fbd&amp;ei=27
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-59212355
https://www.westernjournal.com/us-marks-milestone-muslim-candidates-take-elected-positions-detroit-metro-area-city/
https://www.westernjournal.com/us-marks-milestone-muslim-candidates-take-elected-positions-detroit-metro-area-city/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-59212355
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As such, it’s a Petri dish for observing what happens when immigrants leftists welcomed because it was
assumed they’d vote Democrat do vote Democrat — but reject the party’s woke agenda.

Make no mistake, too: This is a battle among Democrats. Councilman Hassan and Mayor Ghalib are
both Democrats; so are, apparently, ex-four-term mayor Karen Majewski, Russ Gordon, and the entire
Hamtramck city council.

And why Majewski lost to Ghalib in 2021 — ending a 100-year streak of Polish-descent mayors — by
more than a two-to-one margin after beating him in 2017 by a two-to-one margin is instructive:

She’d voted “to fly a flag the Muslim population didn’t want to see,” as Medium put it.

So the lesson is clear: When Muslims gain majority status, there’s no pot of political gold at the end of
the rainbow flag.

Yet that’s not all. If think tank the Middle East Forum is to be believed, Mayor Ghalib is also guilty of
“bigotry” (“and apparent voter fraud”). As the site writes:

Ghalib’s Facebook account includes deeply racist, anti-black statements. He viciously
mocked black justice demonstrations and endorsed a comment that referred to African
Americans as “animal” and “inhuman.”

…In other posts, Hamtramck’s mayor insults Arab world leaders he holds in low regard by
claiming they have “become Jewish,” and he “liked” a comment referring to Jews as
“monkeys” who levy taxes on “the air we breathe.” Describing Christians, Ghalib used an
Arabic pejorative word and wrote that “Jews and Nazarenes” have “only been content with
Arab kings and despots.” Yet, he has defended Middle Eastern dictators, including a
genocidal war criminal, and offered praise to hardline Islamist sects and organizations.

In other words and to say the least, Ghalib is quite a politically incorrect guy, everything the Democrats
claim not to be (but which may lie in many prominent Democrats’ hearts). He’s just the kind of fellow
who, were he a “white” Republican, would be the subject of multitudinous media profiles calling him a
fascistic, MAGA “threat to democracy.”

The deeper issues, however, are that, first, with respect to legitimate passions, these Hamtramck
Muslims are just doing the job American “Christians” won’t do. Second, that job — neutralizing the
Left’s moral degradation — perhaps will be done. What conception of virtue would replace these
valueless values is a different matter.

As for those assuming Muslim youths will assimilate into our “liberal” culture, note the European
pattern of younger Muslims being more radical than their elders. As for who’d win a wokester/Muslim
culture war, consider that Muslims have robust birthrates while leftists aren’t replacing themselves.
Consider, too, that Muslims believe they’re responding to divine injunctions when pursuing their aims
and that failure to do so could mean Paradise lost.

In contrast, leftists are largely responding to their own emotions and believe in “shallow things
shallowly,” to quote columnist Brett Stephens.

Speaking of which, ex-mayor Majewski complained that a “Pride” flag “was yanked off the Piast
Institute, a Polish American center, and thrown in a trash can last week,” the Detroit Free Press also
relates. Note that Poles are almost exclusively Catholic and that the sexual devolutionary agenda is

https://www.meforum.org/63372/exclusive-islamist-hamtramck-mayor-bigotry
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profoundly contrary to their church’s explicit teaching.

And perhaps the lesson is this: Focusing on pride, a deadly sin, does not tomorrow’s culture win.
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